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Introduction 
 
Kenrick Brimley, the state prison's official gigolo, hangs over a lava pit on trial for his 
life in a strange land. He will reveal the course of his life one misguided step at a time for 
his captors. From his romance with serial arsonist Leena Manasseh to his lurid angst-
affair with a lesbian music diva, from his ascendance as unlikely pop icon to 
otherworldly encounters, the one constant truth is that he's got no clue what he's doing. 
As unrelenting as it is original, Last Burn in Hell is John Edward Lawson at his most 
scorching intensity, serving up sexy satire and postmodern pulp with his trademark day-
glow prose. Presented in Lawson's "book as DVD" format the Director's Cut includes: 
deleted scenes, alternate ending, photo stills, remastering for more enjoyable viewing, 
and more! 
 
 

About the Author 
 
John Edward Lawson is an author, editor and poet living in the Maryland suburbs of 
Washington, DC. He is the author of ten books of fiction and poetry and seven 
chapbooks. Over 500 of his poems, stories, and articles have been published in 
magazines, anthologies, literary journals, and newspapers worldwide. John was a winner 
of the 2001 Fiction International Emerging Writers Competition; in addition to being a 
finalist for the Bram Stoker Award (2006, Superior Achievement in Poetry) and the 
Wonderland Award for Bizarro Fiction (2007, collected fiction), other award nominations 
include two for the Rhysling Award, two for the Dwarf Stars Award, and the Pushcart 
Prize. 

John is also a founding editor of Raw Dog Screaming Press. He spent four years as 
editor-in-chief of The Dream People online literary journal of bizarro fiction and poetry. 
Other editorial projects include three print anthologies, four e-anthologies, and freelance 
work for such companies as National Lampoon and Double Dragon Publishing. 

He has been involved in the production of numerous short films, including award winners 
Party Girl and Uberman: An Experiment in Consciousness. Director Jayson Densman has 
collaborated with John for years spawning a trilogy of PoVids derived from his poetry. 

 
Things to Think about While Reading 

 
This novel is the first in a trilogy. It began as a short story, but readers felt there was 
enough to the characters of Leena and Kenrick to support a novella, which then grew into 
a novel. Unfortunately the story grew beyond the scope of the initial plot, and the ending 
had to be rewritten with the realization that more books were needed in order to 
include/conclude everything. 



All of the prison-related slang is used by convicts in the real-life Texas penitentiary 
system. 
 
This novel was written in the early 2000s. How does it hold up? Have any details in the 
book proven to be accurate predictions about the near future ten years later? Are any 
details too dated? 
 
 

Discussion Questions 
 

Last Burn in Hell is billed as a DVD. Is this just a gimmick or does it lend an extra 
dimension to the story? 
 
Kenrick would probably agree if you called him a bleeding heart. This facet of his 
personality is what sets events in motion. Do his attempts to help people improve their 
situation, or his situation? Does the answer validate his actions or make him look worse? 
 
After completing the novel go back and reread the opening paragraph, or even the first 
few pages. Do the words have any new meaning? 
 
What is the alien connection? Do the aliens exist, or are they a figment of his family's 
imagination? 
 
Who is the most similar to Kenrick's mother, and what is the significance of their 
relationship with him? 

 
 

Books/Films/ Media that Inspired the Author 
 
Accion Mutante 
Perdita Durango by Barry Gifford 
Survivor by Chuck Palahniuk 
Hocus Pocus by Kurt Vonnegut 
 
 

Cast Your Characters With Heidi Ruby Miller: Last Burn in Hell  
Copyright © 2012 Heidi Ruby Miller 

 
Christian Bale as KENRICK BRIMLEY 
Kenrick convinces himself he "just goes with the flow" but-despite good intentions--
actively makes choices that lead to chaos and violence at every turn. 
 
Joanie "Chyna" Laurer as LEENA MANASSEH 
Like the fire she so enjoys playing with, Leena's affections flicker with the slightest 
breeze, even if she is the one person willing to accept Kenrick for what he is. 
 



Alicia Witt as NIKKI 
Aloof, spoiled, a legend in her own mind--and that's on this pop diva's good days, much 
less when her secrets are about to be revealed. 
 
Selena Gomez as JUANITA DIAZ 
The one person in Kenrick's life without a hidden agenda, just anger from a lifetime of 
damage. 
 
Todd Stashwick as C.O. RITCHIE 
Inmates are below his notice, but something about Kenrick's status makes Ritchie want to 
play nemesis every chance he gets. 
 
Jay Tavare as ENRIQUE OLAZÁBAL 
Scorpion smuggler? CIA operative? Best friend? Enrique has almost as much fun 
changing hats as he does getting shot at. 
 
 


